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McMENAMINS

CRYSTA L BA LLRO OM & LO LA’S RO OM

CRYSTAL BALLROOM
If you think that people and events don’t leave a footprint of energy,  
then come to the legendary Crystal Ballroom and experience the aura  

of more than 80 years of characters, performances, and events. 

You’ll feel the smoldering grace of Rudolph Valentino, high octane sex appeal of Tina Turner,  
and mind expanding strains of the Grateful Dead. More recently, other strong imprints  

have been left by the likes of Branford Marsalis, Sleater Kinney, Arcade Fire,  
The White Stripes, Modest Mouse, The Shins and Mumford and Sons.  

Today, all this energy lingers inside the majestic room just waiting to be tapped.

Together with a strong undercurrent of pop culture, the Crystal provides a graceful and ornate  
setting — not to mention its remarkable “floating” ball-bearing and rocker dance floor.  

Facilities include a classic corner stage, a curving balcony, food and beverage bars, elevator,  
and on-site brewery. Whether your event is a cut-loose office party, formal dinner and dance,  

fundraiser or family wedding, the ballroom offers a flexible meeting space.

For more than eight decades the Crystal has been at the forefront of one “scene” or another:  
high society balls, salacious jazz dancing, family-style old time dancing, colorful and brassy  

Gypsy wakes, incendiary rhythm-and-blues, and full-blown psychedelia.

Now it’s your chance to be part of the scene—or perhaps start the next one! 
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SITE PLANS

FIRST FLOOR—RINGLERS
(below)

The perfect spot for a game of pool, pinball or shuffleboard when  
you’re not quite ready for the fun to stop. Ringlers offers a  

full bar and menu for those late night snacks.
Open to the public.

SECOND FLOOR
(above)
Whether heading up to the Ballroom  
or down to Ringlers, pause for a  
moment and watch the brewers  
work their magic.

LOLA’S ROOM
Tucked in the Crystal’s second story  
is Lola’s Room, the building’s latest  
private event space for up to 200 guests. Lola’s comes with a handsome fully stocked bar,  
booth and table seating, stage and a floating dance floor all it’s own.
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MAIN FLOOR AND MEZZANINE
Whether you’re gliding across the floating ballroom floor or  

simply enjoying the view from above, the third-floor main  
ballroom and mezzanine provide all the atmosphere  

needed to make any event come to life.  
This space is fully equipped to  

cater events of 100 to 1,000.


